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Morphological self stabilization of locomotion gaits: Illustration on a
few examples from bio-inspired locomotion
Christine Chevallereau and Frederic Boyer and Mathieu Porez and Johan Mauny and Yannick Aoustin,
Abstract— To a large extent, robotics locomotion can be
viewed as cyclic motions, named gaits. Due to the high complexity of the locomotion dynamics, to find the control laws
that ensure an expected gait and its stability with respect
to external perturbations, is a challenging issue for feedback
control. To address this issue, a promising way is to take
inspiration from animals that intensively exploit the interactions
of the passive degrees of freedom of their body with their
physical surroundings, to outsource the high-level exteroceptive
feedback control to low-level proprioceptive ones. In this case,
passive interactions can ensure the most of the expected control
goals. In this article, we propose a methodological framework to
study the role of morphology in the design of locomotion gaits
and their stability. This framework ranges from modelling to
control aspects, and is illustrated through three examples from
bio-inspired locomotion: a three-dimensional micro air vehicle
in hovering flight, a pendular planar climber and a bipedal
planar walker. In these three cases, we will see how simple
considerations based on the morphology of the body can ensure
the existence of passive stable gaits without requiring any highlevel control.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Animal locomotion in almost all its forms can be thought
of as cyclic motions, named gaits, which couple both the
internal (shape) and external (net displacement) degrees of
freedom (DoFs) of a body, to produce periodic external
forces propelling the animal in space [1], [14], [22]. These
gaits can then be modulated by exteroceptive feedback to
perform steering maneuvers required by goal oriented tasks
or reactive obstacle avoidance [40], [45], [47]. For any
living organism, the locomotion gaits result from the coevolution of the nervous system in interaction with the body
and the external environment. In particular, locomotion gaits
are largely encoded into the animals morphology which
facilitates their emergence from the passive interactions of
the body with its physical surrounding. This key strategy
has been successively evolved by animals along the history
of life through many locomotion modes so allowing them
to conquer all the environments with a wide diversity of
substrates as flying in air, swimming in water, walking on
the ground or climbing along complex vertical substrates to
name but a few. For robotics, the understanding of these
passive strategies encoded into body morphology is of crucial
interest. In particular, they can be exploited for the design
of a new generation of robots with controllers outsourced
as far as possible from a central control unit in order to
preserve its essential function: that of a decision maker. This
outsourcing of gaits control to the body is an instance of
the concept of Morphological Computation [31], [32] or

more precisely of morphological control according to the
classification proposed in [27].
To illustrate this strong concept, let us consider few
locomotion modes as they are currently studied by robotics.
Human walking is a complex process which remains not
well understood in many points [17]. However, simple
observations show that though learning to walk is a long
and arduous process in the beginning of life, once learned,
the act of walking across a level floor "becomes a second
nature". As this is suggested by the studies of passive
walking [10], [11] and derived studies [41], [43], one of the
reasons of this fact, may be that the human walking gait
exploits self stabilisation properties of the body in order to
bypass high level control. With few exceptions, including
control based on SLIP (Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum)
model [4], this idea, which is based on morphology, remains
largely unexploited in popular humanoid controllers of
today [20]. More generally, many animals can use their
physical surrounding to actuate some of their passive DoFs
for locomotion. This is the case of systems which exploit the
potential energy of the ambient gravitational field to actuate
their passive external DoFs as a walker in its falling phase
or a gibbon climbing in trees using pendular locomotion
[3], [16], [28], [29], [39]. It can also be observed that
collisions with the environment, though being often avoided
in robotics, can help for stabilization of biped [6] and
multilegged locomotion [37]. Other animals can use internal
passive DoFs to harvest energy from their surrounding
that they use for locomotion. For instance, the vortices
flowing past a fish can actuate its soft caudal fin to propel
its body upstream in a passive or semi-passive manner
[24]. More generally, biology teaches us that contrarily to
the current uses in robotics where the flexibility of bodies
are considered as parasitic effects produced by the design,
animals take benefit from their soft appendages to improve
their locomotion performance [15], [38]. An emblematic
example of that idea is that of the production of lift in
hovering flight of moth, which is based on the passive
twisting of their wing along their span [13].
The aim of this paper is to propose a methodological
framework for adapting classical tools in control theory to
morphological stabilisation of bio-inspired locomotion. In
particular, one of the issues of the application of these tools
to bio-inspired systems is that they are strongly dependent
on the dimension of the state-space of systems and
become rapidly untractable on high-dimensional systems.
To overcome this issue, we propose to use the concept of

zero-dynamics which allows reducing the dimension of the
system before the stability analysis. Beyond the exposition
of this framework, we will implement it on few examples
from bio-inspired locomotion ranging from hovering flight
of a Micro Air Vehicle (MAV) to dynamic climbing and
biped walking. For all these examples, the analysis of the
role of morphology in the generation and the control of their
gaits will require to use concepts from dynamical systems
theory as the Poincaré return map, and to exploit symmetry
properties to further reduce the system dimension. In this
regard, let us remark that in presence of passive internal
and/or external DoFs, to seek a cyclic motion requires
careful investigations to check the periodicity of the passive
DoFs. Regarding stability, this is a crucial expected feature
since, if a cyclic motion is not attractive (or stable) then
in presence of perturbations, the gait will be lost and will
require a high level control to be recovered. In the case of
the soft flapping wing MAV, the size or the position of the
connection point of the wing with the MAV thorax will be
shown to be key parameters for flight stability. In the case of
a pendular climber, the distance between the left and right
hands will be shown to be a key morphological parameter
to insure stability of pendulum-gaits. In the case of the
walker, we will show how the morphology can be exploited
in relation to its walking gait in order to state simple rules
ensuring stable walking based on a disequilibrium phase
occurring at each step of walking [44]. These analyses will
be based on a general modeling and simulation approach
also presented in the paper. From this point of view, the
considered examples involve different types of contacts with
the environment. For flight, the contacts are continuous and
smooth forces are applied by the fluid onto the system. For
walking, the contact with the environment is intermittent and
ruled by a geometric constraint modeling the intersection of
the foot with the ground. Climbing is an intermediate case
where the contact is intermittent but the new contact can
be determined freely by the activation of a section cup or
magnet.
The article is structured as follows. In section II, the model
of partially actuated locomotion systems is presented in the
case of continuous or intermittent contacts where the system
is controlled with a low level feedback controller. Then an
approach allowing seeking cyclic motions is presented in
section III. The notion of stable cyclic motion and the tools
used to analyse the stability are presented in section IV.
Three different illustrative cases are addressed. The first is
the hovering flight of MAV inspired from moth studied in
section V. This case involves continuous contact and the role
of the morphology of the wings on the stability is analysed.
The second case is that of a climber named ROCR [39],
whose limit cycles are studied in section VI. For this system,
the role of the position of the hands with respect to the torso
on the climbing stability is discussed. The walking of planar
biped is studied in section VII. In this case, the change of
support is no longer defined by arbitrary time commutations
but rather by a geometric condition satisfied when the swing

leg touches the ground, rather than a temporal evolution. This
leads us to impose the actuated joints evolution as a function
of a phasing variable instead of time. Finally, the article ends
with several concluding remarks and perspectives in section
VIII.
II. M ODELING OF LOCOMOTION SYSTEMS
Before presenting our modeling methodology, we first
introduce some basic definitions and notations related to
locomotion systems.
A. Basic definitions and notations.
To define the configuration of our locomotion system,
we attach to the ambient geometric space a fixed inertial
orthonormed frame denoted by Fe = (Oe , se , ne , ae ), where
ae supports the vertical axis, and the plane (Oe , se , ne )
defines an horizontal plane of reference, generally attached
to the ground. The locomotion system is defined as a mobile
multibody system with a tree-like structure composed of a
set of n+1 bodies {B0 , B1 , B2 , ...Bn } connected by n single
DoF revolute joints. One of the bodies, say B0 , is arbitrarily
distinguished as the reference body to which a frame named
"reference frame" and denoted F0 = (O0 , s0 , n0 , a0 ), is
attached. The position and orientation, or pose, of F0 with
respect to Fe is parameterized by the transformation g0 in
the group G = SE(3) in the three-dimensional case, or
SE(2) in the planar case. The time-evolution of g0 defines
the rigid net motion of the locomotion system. The net
velocity of the reference body is denoted η0 . In the general
three dimensional case, it is a vector of g = se(3) defined
>
by η0 = g0−1 ġ0 = (V0> , Ω>
0 ) , where V0 and Ω0 are the
inertial linear and angular velocities of F0 respectively, both
being expressed in F0 . The space of internal DoFs or "shape
space" is denoted S and parameterized by the vector of joint
angles r = (r1 , ..., rn )> . In all the following, the internal
variables can be actuated or not and S is defined as the
product S = Sa × Sp , where the first factor denotes the
actuated shape subspace and Sp is its passive counterpart.
The na -dimensional subspace Sa is parameterized by the
ra -vector of actuated joint angles which belongs to Rna
while the (n − na = np )-vector of non actuated angles,
gathered in rp ∈ Rnp , parameterizes Sp . As regards the
control torques exerted inside the locomotion system through
its joints, they are gathered in the vector τ = (τ1 , ..., τn )> =
> >
(0>
np , τa ) , where τa denotes the torque-vector applied on
the actuated joints. Let us note that though the passive joints
are not actuated, they can be subject to passive torques
modeling the joint rheology through known functions of
the current state (e.g. by lumped spring and/or damper). In
the following, qp = (g0> , rp> )> parameterizes the passive
configuration space G×Sp . In the same way, q̇p = (η0> , ṙp> )>
parameterizes the space of passive velocities in g × Rnp , and
x = (qp> , qa> , q̇p> , q̇a> )> defines the full state vector. Finally
we define the space of extended passive states, noted V + , as
the space of z = (qp> , q̇p> , t)> with t ∈ R+ denoting the time.
With these notations in hand, we can state the locomotion
dynamics modelling problem we address in this article.

B. Statement of the Low-level controlled locomotion dynamics modelling problem
In the following, we consider the case of holonomic
systems possibly subject to hard intermittent external forces.
A natural way to address locomotion control consists of
a hierarchical approach structured in three levels. The first
lowest level consists of local controllers that steer ra toward
a prescribed time-evolution t 7→ rad (t). This time-evolution
is prescribed by an average level able to calculate the
cyclic motion patterns, or gaits. These gaits are themselves
modulated by the highest, goal-oriented, control level based
on exteroceptive feedback. In this article, we focus our
attention on the average level, i.e., we consider the system to
be directly controlled by a given actuated motion t 7→ rad (t)
and will study the conditions of existence of periodic passive
(net and shape) motions or "limit cycles" as well as the
conditions of their stability. In this context, one can model the
dynamics of a holonomic system subject to smooth and/or
hard intermittent contacts through the following hybrid statespace equations:

ż
= f (z)
z ∈
/S
.
(1)
z+ = f+ (z) z ∈ S
In control theory, (1) defines the hybrid zero dynamics of
the input-output map τa 7→ ra [49]. In our context, these
zero dynamics stand for the dynamics of the system when
the actuated joints time evolution is perfectly specified
through our low-level torque control. As a result, the control
torques do not appear in (1) since they are used to enforce
ra = rad (t). Going into details, in (1), we introduced the
following notations and definitions:
• S ⊂ V + stands for a submanifold of dimension dim(V + )−
1 which models the conditions that the extended state satisfies when the impacts occur. For walking, S stands for
switching manifold, defined by:
S := {z | ps (qp , t) = 0, ṗs < 0} ,

(2)

where ps is the vertical position of the swing foot in the
ground frame Fe and the time-dependency is introduced by
ra = rad (t). A step of the robot is a solution of (1) that starts
with the robot in S, ends in S with the configurations of the
legs swapped, and contains only one impact event. Walking
or climbing is a sequence of steps. For climbing, the choice
of transition is more arbitrary, since the attachment to the
wall is arbitrarily prescribed by magnet control. Thus, the
condition of switching is a simple temporal condition:
S := {z | t = kT } ,

(3)

where T denotes a fixed time-period. Though for flapping
flight the motion is continuous along time, the above
hybrid formulation will be used and the stability analysis of
hovering flight will be carried out with the section S defined
by (3) where T will be the time-period of the actuated
motion.

• f denotes a vector field which lies on V + − S, while f+
is a map from S to the full state space. f and f+ govern
the continuous dynamics between two transitions, and the
discontinuous ones when z crosses S, respectively. In the
following, these two fields will be of the following form:




q̇p
φ(qp )
f (z) =  M −1 F  , f+ (z) =  ∆q̇p  ,
(4)
1
0
where the third row of f simply reads ṫ = 1 and allows
changing a time-varying system into an autonomous system
for which the clock is reset at step transition by the third
row of f+ . In the above expressions of f and f+ , we
introduced the following notations. M is the inertia matrix
of the locomotor system while F is the vector of the inertia,
internal passive, and external generalized forces, the latter
being noted Fext . Note that all these matrices are defined
on the configuration space G × Rnp of the system and
that they can depend on time through the time evolution
t 7→ rad (t) and its first and second time-derivatives. In (4),
∆ is a dimensionless transition-matrix modelling how the
passive velocities suddenly change when the system crosses
S, while φ is a diffeomorphism of Rnp → Rnp which
allows re-parameterizing the configuration between two
steps. In f and f+ , the contacts that are responsible of the
net motions are modelled through Fext and ∆ respectively.
Since they play a central role in locomotion modelling
we consider below these two models in the cases we will
study latter: a flying MAV along with our walker and climber.
1) Modelling of smooth external contacts: In the case of
soft contacts, the model of the external forces Fext exerted
by the surrounding medium on the system can be completely
defined as a smooth function of the current state of the
system and possibly, of its accelerations through added mass
forces1 . For instance, in the case of the flight (see figure 1)
of a Micro Air Vehicle (MAV) with soft wings inspired from
flying insects, the aerodynamic forces is in essence a function
of the current state of a complex flow of air surrounding the
flapping wings. In general, due to the complex topology of
such a flow, the model of contact requires to integrate its
Navier-Stokes equations at each time step of the simulation
what is far from being achievable for complex geometries
and at any Reynolds number. However, for prototyping
and control-oriented applications, it is preferable to use a
simplified nonlinear analytical model based on experimental
observations as the model of Dickinson [13]. This model
considers two types of aerodynamic forces: the quasi-steady
forces whose time dependency is due to the body kinematics
and the added mass forces due to the fluid accelerations.
These forces exerted along the wing are modelled through
their cross-sectional density along the wings span2 . Going
1 In this case, the added mass forces can be factorized in terms of some
fluid inertia, that are added to the body inertia M in the general form of f
which is so preserved.
2 In aerodynamics, the span (respectively, the chord) of an aerofoil refers
to the imaginary straight line joining the wing basis (embedded in the body)
and its tip (respectively, the leading and the trailing edge).

further into details, the quasi-steady forces are composed of
the lift and drag forces applied on the center of pressure of
each cross-section, or "blade", of the wing which are function
of the square of the pressure center speed, the incidence
angle of the cross-section with respect to the air flow speed,
the mass density of air, and a set of empirical coefficients
obtained from experiments [13]. Regarding the added mass
forces, they can be derived from a kinetic momentum balance
applied to the fluid which laterally bounds a wing section
[33]. Finally, let us point out that since the systems subject
to smooth external contacts do not experience discontinuity
of their state, their vector field f+ of (1), merely stands for
the identity.
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SO(2), where SO(2) now stands for the rotation around
the left or the right foot (respectively, wrist) of the walker
(respectively, of the climber). Going further into details,
for the walker (respectively, for the climber), ra includes
the knee and hip angles (respect. the pendulum root angle),
while for both systems, qp = g0 ∈ SO(2) stands for
the rotation of the shin (respectively, of the wrist) in the
sagittal plane of the walker (respect., the frontal plane of
the climber). In the case of the walker, for the aim of
control developed in section VII, it is relevant to introduce
a further passive angular variable along one step leading
to a re-parametrization of the model. In such a case, we
can define a diffeomorphism: (g0 , ra ) 7→ (θ, ra ), where θ
represents the angle between the vertical axis and the line
linking the contact point and the stance hip (see figure 2).
In the case of human-like walking gaits, θ has a monotonic
evolution with respect to time, a property which is crucial
for control purposes with virtual constraints [48]. In this
context, we shall denote qp = θ in both examples. However,
for the climber, θ denotes the natural angle (given by the
mechanical modeling) between the vertical and the line
linking the two hands. The contact is intermittent thus the
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Fig. 1: Schematic view of a soft micro air vehicle bioinspired from the sphinx moth Manduca sexta in a unbounded 3-D space filled of initially quiescent air. The system is composed of a rigid thorax and two soft wings undergoing twisting deformations distributed along their leading
edge. The thorax and the wings are connected through two
revolute joints (one per wing). These joints are actuated and
generate the typical stroke observed in the flying insect.
2) Modelling of non-smooth external contact: When
dealing with terrestrial locomotion as walking, running,
climbing or crawling, the contacts can be assumed to
be rigid or "hard", an assumption which allows avoiding
a model of penetration into the ground. In this case,
the contacts can be modeled through simple kinematic
constraints, deduced from the assumption that the relative
velocities between the system and its solid substrate are
zero in the points of contact. This is notably the case of
nonholonomic wheeled systems or that of a walking and
climbing robot. The first type of systems is governed by
hard persistent contacts while the second is subject to hard
intermittent contacts. In this second case, which is more
directly related to the examples addressed in this article, the
holonomic constraints can be used to reduce the number of
independent variables that describe the configuration and
situation of the robot. For instance, in our examples, the
group of net displacements G = SE(3) can be replaced by
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Fig. 2: Schematic view of the planar biped and of the climber,
the contact with the ground is a passive rotation.
dynamics of transitions are modeled though impacts that
are assumed to be plastic and to have an infinitely short
duration, fully encoded in ∆ of (4), a matrix which can
be easily deduced following a classical process changing
continuous into discrete dynamics [21]. In the cases we
will address in this article, at each transition, our climbing
and walking robot instantaneously changes of contact point
(change of leg for the walker and of arm for the climber as
drawn in figure 2) by switching between two different sets
of holonomic constraints. In these conditions, the dynamic
balance relating the kinetic momentums and force impulses
stands for the angular momentum conservation law and
∆ models the jump of velocities. Each of these sets of
constraints models a revolute joint connecting a wrist of
the climber and a foot of the walker to the substrate. The
reduction of net displacement (group) variables, which
is allowed by the holonomic character of the constraints,
imposes a change of parametrization (underlaid by a shift
of reference frame from one contact point to the other)
at each transition. In (4), this change of parametrization,

which applies to qp = (g0> , rp> )> , is accounted by both the
diffeomorphism φ, and the transition-matrix ∆.
Remark 1: It has to be noted that the model (1) needs to
be invariant under the reset map (2) or (3). In the case
of flapping flight this condition is trivially ensured since
the system has no impacts. In the two other cases, the
first equation of (1) must be satisfied just after the impact.
In the case of planar walking, this can be ensured by an
appropriate choice of the reference rad [48]. In the case of
3D walking, a deadbeat control must be added to be able
to perform this condition [8]. In the case of climbing robot,
it is assumed that the actuator is able to produce impulsive
force in order that the reference rad (t) will be perfectly
followed through impact. In reality, such impulsive torques
cannot be provided by the actuators but are filtered by the
local dynamics of mechanical joints.
Remark 2: The hybrid model (1) which describes the
different phases (single support, impact), has been written
in a form where the actuated variables are controlled in
position with a perfect tracking, i.e., in a form where the
inputs are the desired trajectory of the actuated variables,
and the outputs are the accelerations of the passive ones.
Though the above form is a simplification of the original
model in which the state dimension is reduced to the number
of degrees of under actuation (the passive reduced DoFs),
such a form is well suited to systems with variables ruled
by passive physical laws describing the effect of flexibilities
or gravity. In fact, such a reduced model contains all the
dynamic characteristics of the original system since the
simplification of the model only lies in the fact that the
tracking error rad − ra ensured by the low-level control law
is neglected. Furthermore, when investigating the effects
of morphology, this approximation is enough accurate and
provides richer insights than other approaches based on the
model of pendulum, as those often used in the study of
walking locomotion when an humanoid is approximated by
an inverted pendulum with a lumped mass.
III. C YCLIC MOTION OF LOCOMOTION SYSTEMS
Our first goal is to seek cyclic motions, or gaits, of our
locomotion systems. In this regard, note that while a cyclic
evolution of the internal actuated variables can be trivially
performed with the low-level controllers, a periodic evolution
of the non-actuated (passive) variables is far from being
so easily achievable. In this section, this general issue is
addressed both for continuous and discontinuous contacts. In
both cases, the motion of actuated variables will be defined as
a T -periodic time-function (rad (t) = rad (t+T )). For piecewise
continuous systems as the walker and the climber, each cycle
is naturally defined by two successive satisfactions of the
commutation conditions (2) and (3). In the case of continuous
contacts, a cycle is only specified by the T -periodicity of
rad and no physical consideration allows distinguishing some
particular starting and ending times of the cycles.

A. Seeking the cyclic motions of locomotion systems
The Poincaré return map is a classical tool for studying the
cyclic motions of dynamic systems [18], [30]. In our case,
we apply this tool to the following dynamics whose form is
enough general to include all the three examples studied:

ra
= rad (qp , t)
z ∈
/S



q̈p
= fzero (qp , q̇p , t) z ∈
/S
(5)
z+
= ∆(z − )
z ∈S



dt/dt = 1 ,
where the third equation becomes z + = z − for a continuous
model of contact. In (5), we recognize the passive zerodynamics of the low-level controlled locomotion dynamics
of (1), except that the first two equations express the fact
that the controlled motion of the actuated variables can be
a function of the passive variables (as it will be proposed
in section VII in the case of our walker) or of time (in the
case of our climber and our hovering MAV) [12]. In this
later case, since the state transitions depend on time, the
system is changed into an autonomous one by using the
augmented state z = (qp> , q̇p> , t)> with the trivial equation
dt/dt = 1 appearing in (5). In this context, we define
a Poincaré section in the augmented passive state space
V + , as a set Sp = z | h(z) = 0}, with h a real valued
function defining implicitly the Poincaré section. We take
a point Zk = (qp> , q̇p> , 0)> ∈ Sp , and consider it as an
initial condition for (5) that we numerically integrate until
recrossing Sp . This crossing point naturally defines the
image of a return map P : Sp → Sp . Thus the Poincaré
return map Zk+1 = P (Zk ) can be defined numerically and
its fixed points define the periodic orbits of the underlying
system P (Z ∗ ) − Z ∗ = 0, i.e., the limit cycles of the
locomotion system governed by (5).
Remark 3: In the case of our planar walker, the intermittent
contacts are defined by a geometric condition (2) where
the time does not appear explicitly. Thus, by prescribing a
set of virtual constraints through control, one can reexpress
the desired evolution of actuated variables in terms of the
current configuration of the locomotion system qp only [5],
[23], [48]. This allows one to completely remove the time
from the formulation (5) and to define the Poincaré return
map directly by the crossing condition (2) which stands for
its Poincaré section.
Remark 4: In all cases, the expected periodicity of the
unactuated (passive) variables can be prescribed on one
single cycle as the following condition:
 


 
qp (0)
qp (0)
0
(6)
P  q̇p (0)  −  q̇p (0)  =  0 
T
0
0
where let us note that this condition (6) is directly usable
for any system explicitly dependent on the time, as this
is the case of our climber and the MAV. For the walker,
since the time does not appear in the cyclicity condition,
the last equation can be removed from (6), or it can be

used to obtain cyclic motion with a given period. The first
equation of (6) generally contains components related to
position and orientation. In all the following, the motions
studied are limited to cases where the same orientation of
the reference body is expected at the end of each cycle.
Regarding position, if as in hovering flight, an in-place
motion is desired, the position must be unchanged as it
is stated by the first equation of (6). In other cases, as
for walking or climbing, the desired displacement will be
< v > T where < v > is the average linear velocity of the
origin of frame F0 in Fe , and thus non-zero values will
replace some of the zero RHS members of (6). To seek
the cycles solution of (6), we consider qp (0), q̇p (0), as free
variables of the problem, which turns into a boundary value
problem.
Remark 5: In practice, the boundary value problem (6) is
addressed with numerical optimisation techniques. Starting
from a set of initial value qp (0), q̇p (0) and with a prescribed
rad , the numerical integration of (5) over one cycle, allows
one to compute the left-hand-side of (6). Then, if the desired
value given in the right-hand-side of (6) is obtained by
the integration, the desired cyclic motion is found and the
problem is solved. In other cases, new values for qp (0), q̇p (0),
are fed back by the algorithm according to an iterative
strategy. To apply such a general algorithmic process it is
helpful to adapt it to each considered locomotion issue.
B. Exploitation of the symmetries
It is helpful to reduce the dimension of the original boundary value problem by exploiting the symmetry properties
of the system. A first source of symmetry is offered by
the resting morphology of bio-inspired locomotion systems
which generally enjoys bilateral (right/left) symmetry leading
to a first reduction as soon as one considers actuated motions
which preserve this symmetry. For instance, we will consider
symmetric motions for the left and right wings for flight, or
symmetric motions of the left and right legs (respectively,
of arms) for our walker (respectively, for our climber). With
these restrictions, the periodical displacements of the robot
belong to the symmetry plan of its geometry (e.g. the sagittal
plane of our MAV) and some of the expected conditions
of (6) are defacto satisfied for any reduced initial state
complying with these symmetries. A second source of symmetry is due to the external forces applied to the locomotion
systems. This results in the fact that the dynamic models of
our systems are invariant by a change of the origin of Fe
and a rotation around the vertical inertial axis. Thus, it is
expected that some of the variables of g0 (0) are not affected
by the motion of the robot, or equivalently can be chosen
arbitrarily in the boundary value problem statement. Often,
the number of constraints (6) becomes larger than that of the
variables qp (0), q̇p (0) that actually affect the zero-dynamics.
As a result, the addressed optimization problem may have
no solution for any arbitrary evolution rad . To circumvent
this issue, rad can be written as a parametric function whose
free parameters are considered as optimization variables of

the algorithm in the same way as the initial passive state.
IV. S TABILITY ANALYSIS
When a cyclic motion has been found, the question of
its stability naturally arises. It can be formulated as follows.
What happens if the state of the locomotion robot is close to
the limit cycle but not exactly on it? Does its motion along
the system dynamics converge to the cyclic motion or does it
deviate from it? To be addressed, this further issue requires to
analyse the stability of the Poincaré return map previously
defined. Going further into the details, the eigenvalues of
the Jacobian of the Poincaré map evaluated around the fixed
point characterize the local stability of the cyclic motion. For
a state of the robot in the Poincaré section close to Z ∗ we
have: Zk+1 − Z ∗ = P (Zk ) − Z ∗ ' J(Z ∗ )(Zk − Z ∗ ), with
J the Jacobian of P whose eigenvalues feature its stability.
More precisely, if the magnitudes of all the eigenvalues of
J are strictly less than one, then the limit cycle is asymptotically stable. In our context, that means that the stability
of the cyclic gaits can be ensured with no further control
except the low level control of the actuated DoFs imposing
the convergence of ra − rad (qp , t) to zero. In other words, the
stability is ensured just by exploiting the morphology of the
body and of the gaits, both encoded into (1). In cases where
such a semi-passive stability cannot be obtained, i.e. if the
limit cycle remains unstable, we need to stabilize it using
high level control based approaches [8]. In the following,
we will show on several examples (a soft MAV, a climber
and a walker) how the morphological characteristics of a
locomotion system can be exploited in relation to its gaits,
to perform stable cyclic motions with no need of high level
controllers.
V. H OVERING FLIGHT OF A SOFT WINGS MAV
The tools presented in this paper have already been
extensively used for walking and climbing robot, but to our
knowledge, their use in the case of soft systems is quite
new and particularly adapted. It will be shown in the case
of mechanical system involving flexible joints and very few
actuated joints, that the above stability analysis is an efficient
tool for ensuring morphological self stabilization of all the
passive dofs including the flexible joints.
Moths as the Sphyngidae Manduca Sexta use the spanwise twisting of their wings to produce the lift required
by hovering flight [13]. This process lies on a passive
coordination of the actuated periodic joints at the wings
root (the connection points to the thorax), and the wings
deformation. In the following, we shall see to which extent
the stability of the hovering flight (modeled as a limit cycle)
can be performed in a passive way depending on some
morphological features of the MAV such as the torsion
stiffness of its wings, and other geometric characteristics.
This is of crucial interest for bio-robotics, since if such a limit
cycle can be naturally stabilized by morphology, hovering
flight can be performed with simple open loop control (or
local feedback control of the two actuated wings roots). Due
to the approximations introduced by our idealized models,

note that our purpose is not to recover the solutions invented
by nature but rather to illustrate the role of morphology
in stability with our general method. However, the starting
design is directly inspired of the moth manduca sexta [19]
(see [34] for details).
A. Parametrization and low level control
The soft wing MAV considered in this study is presented
in figure 3. The model satisfies a right/left symmetry thus
only half of the robot is shown. It can be noted that only
the flapping joints, parameterized by rar for the right wing,
and ral for the left wing, are actuated where the notation l
and r denote the right and left wings. Observing moth in

Fig. 3: Half model of the soft wing MAV. Spa and C denote
the span of the wing and its maximal chord respectively.
hovering flight [50], and to preserve the right/left symmetry,
the periodic motion of our two flapping wings is imposed
through a periodic symmetric sinusoidal motion of the typical
form:
rar = A cos(wt),
(7)
ral = −rar .
Practically, such a motion can be for instance produced by
one or two actuators on each wing controlled by a Central
Pattern Generator or through a four-bar mechanical system
[25].
The passive internal variables are the joint variables of
the lumped twist springs along the leading edge wings.
They are gathered in the two vectors rpr and rpl related
to the right and the left wings respectively. The passive
external variables consist of the pose g0 = (R0 , P0 ) of
the MAV reference body (named the thorax) in the inertial
frame Fe . The orientation of the MAV is parameterized as
R0 = Rot(a, ψ)Rot(s, θ)Rot(n, φ), where ψ, θ, φ denote
the yaw, pitch and roll angles respectively3 . As a result, the
state of the passive variables is defined by:
zp , (qpT , q̇pT )T = (P0 , ψ, θ, φ, η0 , rp , ṙp )T .

(8)

3 This choice of representation of orientation with three independent
variables admits singularities naturally avoided by the expected orientation
of the MAV. The axis s0 , n0 , a0 are shown on figure 1

B. Hovering flight
Once the motion of the actuated variables is fixed through
(7), the motion of the MAV is entirely defined by the initial
value of its passive (internal and external) state variables
and its dynamic model [33]. Cyclic motion can be obtained through the numerical resolution of the boundaryvalue problem defined in section (III). To that end, we
need to invoke physical properties and symmetries of the
system. First let us remark that for an arbitrary flapping
motion (7) defined by A and w, the cyclic motion cannot
be found by solely varying the initial state of the passive
variables (8). This can be physically explained by remarking
that a hovering motion exists only if along each wing’s
beat, the lift produced by aerodynamics exactly balances the
weight of the MAV. Then, since the lift can be preserved
by simultaneously decreasing the wing beats amplitude and
increasing its frequency; once the beat frequency is chosen,
one cyclic motion can only be found if the stroke amplitude
A, is considered as a free variable. Second, since the external
forces exerted on the MAV are only due to gravity and to
the aerodynamic forces, the dynamic model is invariant with
respect to the position and the yaw orientation of the thorax
in the fixed frame. Thus, the four first variables (P0 , ψ) of
zp , can be chosen arbitrarily. Moreover, since the resting
geometry of the MAV and the actuated time evolution rad (t)
of (7) are symmetric with respect to the body transverse
plane (n0 , a0 ), the cyclic motions we seek are also symmetric
in this regards, and satisfy V0y = 0, Ω0x = 0, Ω0z = 0,
φ = 0, rpl = −rpr , ṙpl = −ṙpr . Finally, based on all these
remarks, the limit cycles of hovering flight are sought by the
shooting algorithm of section III, using the reduced set of
optimization variables: xopt = {θ, V0x , V0z , Ω0y , rpr , ṙpr , A}
with w chosen arbitrarily (w = 2π/T ). For the initial
TABLE I: Initial values of the design parameters of the MAV
of figure 1. Spa is the span of the wing. C is the maximal
chord (the wing having the shape of a quarter of an ellipse
with a small axis equal to the half of C). nb is the number of
blades, here one, connected to the rigid leading edge through
a torsion spring of stiffness Ke and damping Kv . α measures
the height of the connection point of the actuated joints above
the ellipsoidal body’s Center of Mass (CoM).
Parameter
nb
Spa
C

Value
1
70 × 10−3 m
31.5 × 10−3 m

Parameter
α
Ke
Kv

Value
0.5
3 × 10−3 Nm/rad
1 × 10−6 Nms/rad

design of the MAV defined in table I [33], and one passive
(twisting) joint per wing, cyclic motions have been found
for a wing-beat frequency ranging from 7 Hz to 43 Hz.
Different hovering flights controlled with the beating law
(7), are illustrated on figure 4, which shows the needed
amplitude expressed as a function of the frequency. For
a wing-beat frequency of 25Hz, the optimization process
ensures a periodic sustentation against gravity for amplitude
of 0.945 rad or 54◦ as shown in figure 4. For the sphinx
Manduca Sexta, the wing beat frequency is around 25Hz,
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Fig. 4: Amplitude versus frequency of the actuated flapping
motions.
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and the flapping amplitude is around 60 [50]. Due to
aerodynamics, the actuated flapping motion creates a passive
twist of the wing and a net lift on the thorax. Several views
of the MAVs during one cycle of hovering flight are shown
in figure 5. Note that even with a sinusoidal flapping motion,
the non linearities of the dynamic model and forces produce
a motion of twist that may be non-sinusoidal.
C. Stability of hovering flight
We have seen that for the proposed design, cyclic motions
exist and that these motions are qualitatively close to the
motions observed in moth with a large twist motion and a
motion of the thorax aligned in the plane (n0 , a0 ). A further
issue is to determine if these cyclic motions are stable or
not. Even with only one twisting passive joint per wing, the
number of passive state is high, the dimension of zp being
equal to 16. Thus 16 eigenvalues of the Poincaré map have
to be calculated. Fortunately, the symmetry properties of the
model can be exploited to rewrite the Poincaré map (and
its Jacobian) in a new chart of the state space (i.e. a new
set of state variables deduced from the original one through
a diffeomorphism), in which the Jacobian presents some
decoupling properties whose exploitation greatly simplifies
the analysis of stability. This diffeomorphism is defined by
the following relations where yp denotes the new state vector:
yp = [yp1 , yp2 , yp3 ] with
yp1 = [P0∗ , ψ ∗ ]
ṙ +ṙ
r +r
yp2 = [V0y , Ω0x , Ω0z , φ, pr√2 pl , pr√2 pl ]
yp3 = [V0x , V0z , Ω0y , θ,

(9)

rpr −rpl ṙpr −ṙpl
√
, √2 ]
2

In (9), yp1 gathers the four variables that have no effect on
the flight, while yp2 gathers the six variables that correspond
to asymmetric motions. Thus, for a symmetric flight, we
have yp2 =0. The last six variables gathered in yp3 are
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Fig. 5: Snapshots of the MAV over one period of hovering
flight at 25 Hz.

independent of yp1 and yp2 and characterize our symmetric
flight motions. An orthogonal transformation matrix allows
changing the representation of the state from zp to yp . Since
the transformation matrix between the two representations is
orthogonal, the eigenvalues of the Jacobian of the Poincaré
map are unchanged when shifting from the xp to the yp state representation. In terms of these new yp -variables, the
Jacobian matrix can be written as:


I4
J =  06,4
06,4

C
A
06,6


D
06,6  .
B

(10)

Hence, the eigenvalues of J are the eigenvalues of I4 , the
eigenvalues of A, and those of B. The four unit eigenvalues
stand for the position of the thorax and the yaw angle. Since
the model is invariant with respect to these parameters, an
error on these values cannot converge to zero. In other terms,
if a cyclic motion exists for one position and one yaw angle,
the same cyclic motion exists for any other position and
yaw angle. It is also worth noting that there is no coupling
effect between the variables of yp2 and those of yp3 . This
decoupling property allows one to separate the eigenvalues
associated to the errors on yp2 and yp3 , and to characterize
more easily the influence of a given design on the stability
of the hovering flight.

D. Stability analysis of the initial design
In figure 6, the norm of the largest eigenvalues of matrices
A and B are presented for different beat-wing frequencies of
the hovering flight of the MAV with design of table I. From
these plots, it can be inferred that for a wing-beat frequency
higher than 18 Hz, the maximal norm of the eigenvalues of
A is less than 1, so ensuring stability and the convergence of
yp2 toward 0. However the maximal norm of the eigenvalues
of matrix B being higher than 1, the stability cannot be
satisfied in this case, and if an error on yp3 appears, this
error will increase and the motion will not converge toward
the desired hovering flight. To face this natural instability,
we will explore further how the design of the MAV of table
I can be modified to naturally ensure the limit cycle to be
attractive.

design, leads to a stable hovering flight at 19 Hz. The largest
(non equal to 1) eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix are in
this case {0.8977, 0.8977, 0.9199, 0.9084}.

Fig. 7: Contour of the largest eigenvalues of matrices A and
B for hovering flight, as function of the size of the wing
and of the beating frequency. The white area corresponds to
stable hovering flight.

Fig. 6: Norms of the largest eigenvalue of matrices A in
blue and B in red for hovering flight with various beat-wing
frequencies.

E. Effect of the wing morphology on stability of hovering
flight
In this section, we study the influence of the wings morphology on the stability of the hovering flight. In particular,
we will see how the variations of the size of the wing defined
by C and Spa , can affect the stability.
When the size of the wings increases, the lift increases
so ensuring a hovering flight at lower flapping frequencies.
The wings size has a significant effect on the stability of the
flight. The stability of the hovering flight has been explored
for simultaneous variations of its chord C and its span Spa
from 90% to 120% of the size of table I. This is illustrated in
figure 7 which shows the contour of the largest eigenvalues
of matrices A and B for hovering flight, as function of
the size of the wing and of the beating frequency. Stable
hovering flights are obtained for values of frequency and
wing size such that the two largest eigenvalues are less that
1 and correspond to the white area of figure 7. For instance,
increasing the wing size of 12% with respect to the initial

F. Illustration of the approach: A stable passive design
As previously shown, some slight modifications of the
initial design of table I allow obtaining stable hovering flight.
To illustrate this we now present a stable hovering flight
when the size (C and Spa ) of the wing is increased of 12%.
In this case, the above study of stability has shown how the
hovering flight is locally stable. Further simulations, show
that the basin of attraction of the limit cycle is quite large as
this is shown by the motion performed when the MAV starts
at rest with a flapping motion of 19Hz and an amplitude of
1.0545 rad. In this case, the motion of the MAV converges
to a stable hovering flight with a cyclic motion of the passive
twist shown in the left part in figure 8. On the right part of
this figure, the motion of the center of the thorax is shown in
the plane (ne , ae ) (the thorax does not move along axis se ).
After a transient motion, the MAV self-stabilizes its motion.
The final position is not controlled since it depends on the
initial conditions. Due to the invariance of the model with
respect to the thorax position, the mechanical design cannot
affect it as this is predicted by the corresponding eigenvalues
of the Jacobian matrix which are all equal to 1. As a result,
in this case, an external control loop should be added to
perform a desired displacement of the MAV for example, by
using a vision based sensor. A more exhaustive analysis of
the hovering flight can be found in [9], where the influence
of position of the wings along the thorax, and that of their
stiffness are studied and combined to produce stable hovering
flight without any high level feedback. This is in constrast to
other approaches as [36], where the flight control of the Bat
Bot (B2) robot is adapted at each flapping period to preserve
stability.
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Fig. 8: The convergence of the motion of the MAV when
starting from rest, it reaches hovering flight.

VI. T HE WALL CLIMBING OF A GIBBON - LIKE ROBOT
The arboreal apes, like the gibbon, evolve into the forest
canopy, swaying from branch to branch in a motion called
brachiation. This motion allows the ape to move in an
efficient way. The key of success of such locomotion lies in
the synchronization between the ape’s body oscillation and
its hand change. To study this locomotion mode, researchers
from the University of Utah developed an original pendular
climber, the ROCR, that can dynamically exploit gravity to
perform efficient climbing gaits [35].
In this section, we consider a model of this robot as
represented in figure 9. The considered robot has a tree-lik
structure constituted of two rigid bodies. The upper body
supports two grippers modelling the hands of the ape. The
lower body is a pendulum whose oscillations stand for those
of the ape’s body and are assumed to be sinusoidal with
fixed period and amplitude. Depending on the difference of
phase between the pendulum oscillations and the change of
supporting hand, this robot exhibits two different gaits (see
figure 10) which can be stable or not. Remarkably, these two
different gaits can be stable for the same control parameters,
a situation in which the motion of the robot becomes
unpredictable, since in this case, the gaits performed depend
not only on the controller, but also on the initial state of the
robot. The purpose of what follows consists in exploiting the
robot’s morphology to address this issue through what could
be named a "morphological gait selection".
A. Parametrization
The orientation of the upper body with respect to the earth
frame, is parameterized by θ. The upper body is attached to
the wall via two grippers (B or C see figure 2) which are
modeled as holonomic constraints. ra denotes the angle of
the unique actuated joint, which connects the upper body
and the pendulum. Regarding the geometric parameters, as
depicted in figure 9, we denote by a, the distance between
the center of the two grippers, b, the distance between the
center of the frame F0 and the joint axis, and c, the length of
the pendulum. The initial design is a = 0.1 m, b = 0.02 m,
and c = 0.3 m.

Fig. 9: Model of the wall climbing robot.

B. Control law of the robot
As mentioned before, a gibbon moves in the canopy by
alternating its fixed hands rhythmically with the oscillations
of its body. The swinging of the ape body is mimicked by
imposing to the active joint the following cosine function:
t
+ φ) ,
(11)
T
where A is the amplitude of the pendulum’s oscillation and
T , its period. The parameter φ defines the phase difference
between the hand changes and the oscillation of the pendulum. To illustrate the role of morphology on the ROCR
climbing, its hand changes are defined by switching the fixed
gripper at each half period. Thus, the system is attached to
the vertical wall through:

the left gripper, if 0 < t < T /2
(12)
the right gripper, if T /2 < t < T
rad (t) = A cos(2π

At T /2 and T , the gripper in contact, changes from one
hand to the other, and an impact instantaneously occurs in
the locomotion model.
C. Cyclic motion
At each instant t, x = (θ, ra , θ̇, ṙa ) defines the full state
of the robot and once controlled by (11), we can consider
the evolution of its passive component zp = (θ, θ̇)> , ṙa and
ra being expressed as functions of the control parameters
(A, T, φ) according to the control law (11). In the rest of
the section, the amplitude A and the period T are fixed
to 60◦ and 0.66 s respectively. Several cyclic motions can
be obtained as function of φ. Note that in this study, the
displacement along x and y are not imposed, only the θperiodicity is considered. For a chosen φ, the values of θ(0)
and θ̇(0) when the state crosses the Poincaré section, i.e.,
when the left gripper attaches to the wall are determined as
discussed in section III. After one period T , θ(T ) = θ(0)
and θ̇(T ) = θ̇(0). Thus, with the motion of the actuated
joint (11), and the switching condition (12), the robot returns
in its initial state attached to the left gripper while being
translated vertically of the net distance −2a cos(θ(0)) which
is indirectly governed by φ through the initial condition θ(0).
Remarkably, it can be observed in simulation that for any
value of φ, two cyclic motions of the climber can be obtained

depending on their initial state denoted by (θ1 (0), θ̇1 (0)) and
(θ2 (0), θ̇2 (0)) respectively. The first cyclic motion (defined
by (θ1 (0), θ̇1 (0)) behaves as a pendulum, i.e. the tip mass of
the pendulum moves under the gripper over one cycle. The
second cyclic motion (defined by (θ2 (0), θ̇2 (0)) behaves as
an inverted pendulum, i.e., the tip mass of the pendulum
moves over the gripper while performing one cycle. These
two gaits are illustrated in figure 10.
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(b) θ as a function of φ
(a) inverted pendulum gait

(b) pendulum gait

Fig. 10: Snapshots of two ascendant gaits, an "inverted
pendulum"-gait and a "pendulum"-gait. The pictures numbered in red correspond to the left gripper configuration
and those in blue, to the right gripper configuration. A
collection of superimposed snapshots taken at the instants
of the commutation of the grippers is presented at the top of
the figures.

D. Stability of the cyclic motions and Morphology
For the initial morphology defined by a, b, c, the various
cyclic gaits are illustrated in figure 11 through their initial
passive state (θ̇(0), θ(0)) as a function of the control variable
φ (see figure 11a and 11b). The same figure displays the
stability of each cyclic motion. The stable (respectively,
unstable) gaits correspond to the blue (respectively, red)
plots. These plots show that most of the pendulum gaits
are stable, while most of the inverted pendulum gaits are
unstable. However, for small value of φ, the two gaits
are unstable, as indicated by the red-colored area in figure
11. More remarkably around φ = π/2, the "pendulum"
and "inverted pendulum"-gaits are both stable. These cases,
which are indicated by the blue-colored area in figure 11,
can be pathological for the control of the robot, since when
a change of φ is desired, or in presence of perturbations,
the final gaits can unpredictably converge to a pendulum or
an inverted pendulum gait. In other terms, a same control φ
can lead to the two different types of gait of the climber
depending on its initial state. For example, it has been

Fig. 11: Initial state θ̇(0), θ(0) as function of φ corresponding
to cyclic motions of the climber. The plots labeled 1 and 2
correspond to pendulum and inverted pendulum cyclic gaits
respectively. The stable limit cycles are shown in blue and
the unstable limit cycles in red. The red area represents
the overlapping area of unstable gaits (i.e. the area where
both cycles are unstable), while the blue one represents the
overlapping of stable gaits.

observed in simulation the following facts. While starting
with a stabilized gait denoted G1 in figure 11, if the control
law is suddenly switched to φ = 1.48 rad (corresponding
to gait G3 and G4 ), the motion converges to the stable
inverted pendulum cyclic motion G4 . In a similar way, when
starting with a stabilized gait denoted G2 in figure 11, if the
control law is again switched to φ = 1.48 rad, the motion
converges to the stable pendulum cyclic motion G3 . These
cases illustrate the unpredictability due to the dependency on
initial conditions.
To avoid this issue, we would like to have only one family
of attractive (or stable) gaits for any value of φ, while the
second family of gaits should be unstable. For reasons of
energy, our objective is to adapt the morphology of our
climber in order to ensure stable pendulum gaits and unstable
inverted pendulum gaits for any φ. Figure 12 presents the
effect of the parameters a and b on the ratio of stable
gaits over the total number of gaits for each type of gaits
("pendulum" gaits in figure 10.a, and "inverted-pendulum"gaits in figure 10.b).
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Fig. 12: Percentage of stable gaits with the pendulum configuration (Fig 12a) or the inverted pendulum configuration
(Fig 12b) in function of the geometrical parameters a and b.

While, the parameter b has no significant influence on the
ratio studied in figure 12, we can notice that for a < 0.06
m, it is possible to completely remove the overlapping (blue
and red) areas and to ensure that all the stable gaits are of
pendulum type. Based on this remark, we can propose a set
of new designs, e.g. a = 0.02 m with b and c unchanged.
In this case, the cyclic gaits are shown as function of the
control parameter φ in figure 13. These plots show that as
expected, all the pendulum cyclic gaits are stable and all
inverted pendulum gaits are unstable.

shape of the gait on a self stabilization of walking with a
control law based on the tracking of virtual constraints. In
this context, it has been shown that thanks to the concept
of virtual constraints, a direct link between the stability of
cyclic walking and the shape of the gait can be established.
The purpose of what follows is to exploit this concept and
to show that for a gait involving single supports and impacts
where the leg that is in support takes off when the other
touches the ground, a necessary condition to produce stable
walking is as following. When the change of support occurs,
the linear velocity of the center of mass just needs to be
directed downward with respect to the ground. This simple
condition for the control design is subtended by the good
tuning of the walker body morphology to its walking gait.
A summary of this semi-passive control strategy and the key
milestones of its stability analysis are given hereafter.
According to remark 3 (see section III), the desired
evolution of the actuated variables is defined as a function in
the passive configuration qp = θ, i.e., it takes the form rad (θ),
where θ is defined as illustrated in figure 14. This allows
removing the explicit time dependency of the configuration
evolution, what is always possible when θ is a monotonic
function in time. As a corollary, in all the following, the
only role of the actuated torque τa will consist in tracking
ra = rad (θ). In particular, the torque does not define the
motion as a function of time. This is a crucial advantage
since when a disturbance perturbs the motion of the robot,
the low level torque controller will only have to maintain
the shape-evolution of the robot, so avoiding the complex
re-synchronization of the motion with an external clock.
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Fig. 13: Initial state θ̇(0), θ(0) as function of φ corresponding
to cyclic motions of the climber. The plots labeled 1 and 2
correspond to pendulum and inverted pendulum cyclic gaits
respectively. The stable limit cycles are shown in blue and
the unstable limit cycles in red.
VII. P LANAR WALKING IN SAGITTAL PLANE
In this section, we consider the case of the planar walker
of figure 2. The study of planar walking biped robots, as
Rabbit, was the subject of many theoretical and experimental
studies [2], [6], [26], [42], [48]. From the control point of
view, the results presented are not new, but shed some new
lights on the influence of the body morphology and the

PS

Fig. 14: The planar biped Rabbit and the definition of the
angle of the virtual stance leg θ.
Based on this approach, we are now going to show that
the gravity entirely defines the time evolution of the robot’s
configuration. To that end, let us state the global balance
dynamics applied to the robot around the passive external
joint connecting the tip of the stance leg and the ground
(located in P in figure 14). We have:
σ̇ = M gxc (θ),

(13)

σ = I(θ)θ̇

(14)

where I(θ) is the inertia momentum of the robot in the
sagittal plane around P . This inertia varies as a function
of the shape of the robot, itself defined as a function of θ.
This control strategy allows ensuring that the contact with
the ground with both legs, which is here imposed by the
geometrical constraint (2) (both legs touch the ground at a
single instant), occurs for a known value of θ, denoted θ+ at
the beginning of the step after impact, and θ− at the end of
the step before impact. During the single support phase, the
robot is feedback controlled with its low level control and
behaves as a (semi) passive system under gravity with free
rotation in the sagittal plane around P . As a consequence,
one can define a "pseudo total energy" which is conserved
along a step. Going further, it can be shown [6] that σ 2 plays
the role of a "pseudo kinetic energy", while the change of
its "pseudo potential" counterpart between successive single
support phases (i.e., between the beginning and the end of
a step), is the same from step to step. This basic fact is
illustrated by the following conservation balance equation
and by figure 15.
σk−

(σk− )2 − (σk+ )2 = V = cst.

(15)

σk+

In (15),
and
denote the angular momentum with
respect to P , respectively at the end and beginning of step
k.
The change of step being characterized by the change of
support point, let us denote d the step length, i.e., the distance
between the two leg tips at the instant they touch the ground.
During the impact, the angular momentum around the swing
leg that touches the ground is conserved since the single
external contact force is applied at that point. Hence, just
before the impact, the angular momentum around the new
contact point can be calculated using the transport rule of
angular momentums as:
+
σk+1
= σk− + M dvz = δσk− ,

(16)

impact
(σ+ ) 2 =δ2(σ−) 2
Pseudo energy
Pseudo kinetic energy

where σ is the angular momentum of the robot around the
point of contact P in the sagittal plane, M is the mass of
the bipedal robot, g is the acceleration of gravity, xc is the
distance along the advance axis between the stance point
foot and the CoM. A simple inspection of (13) shows that
the global (net) rotation of the robot is only actuated by the
gravity while the internal torques do not affect this global
equilibrium. Based on this simple remark, one can infer
the ballistic of one step. In details, the step starts with a
given positive angular momentum, then during the first half
part of the step, the CoM being behind P , the gravity first
decreases the angular momentum of the robot. After this
ascending phase, if the initial angular momentum is enough
large, the CoM moves past P , and then the gravity increases
the angular momentum so making fall the system until its
swing leg touches the ground. Due to the adopted low-level
control strategy (ra = rad (θ)), a coordination of the passive
and active joints is naturally ensured, and all the velocity
components are proportional to θ̇. As a result, the angular
momentum takes the detailed form:

V

θ− θ+

θ− θ+

θ− θ+

Fig. 15: A qualitative look at stability via the pseudo energy
step after step. During each step, from θ+ to θ− , the pseudo
energy (in green) is constant and the pseudo kinematic
energy (in red) evolves due to the gravity effect. At impacts,
the pseudo kinematic energy is multiplied by δ 2 while the
pseudo potential energy returns to its initial level. The dotted
line corresponds to a motion that starts on the cyclic motion,
and the solid line to a motion that starts away from this cyclic
case. The case δ < 1 is illustrated. The pseudo energy of the
system converges to its cyclic value.

where, because the motion of all the internal joints are timecoordinated, the change of angular momentum is simply
changed through a transition factor here denoted δ. Equation
(16) also shows that, since d is positive, the angular momentum increases or decreases only depending on the sign
of the vertical velocity of the center of mass vz . In particular,
a negative value of vz , which corresponds to a velocity
of the center of mass at the transition between two steps
directed downward (toward the ground), produces a decrease
of angular momentum indicated by a value of δ lower than 1.
Moreover, a cyclic motion is obtained when the variation of
the "pseudo kinetic energy" exactly compensates that from
the impact to recover the same value at the beginning of
each two successive steps. As discussed in section III, the
cyclic motion is characterized by a fixed point in the Poincaré
section. In fact, a diffeomorphism in Spa between the passive
variables (qp , q̇p ) and (θ− , σ − ) can be defined. Thus, since
θ− is constant, the cyclic motion is defined by two successive
identical values of σ − . According to equations (15) and (16),
such a cyclic motion is characterized by:
V
(17)
(σ∗− )2 =
1 − δ2
where the index ∗ stands for any step-number. After having
defined such a cyclic motion, the next issue to address is to
analyse its stability, i.e., we need to know what happens when
the motion of the robot does not start on this cyclic motion,
but close to it. To that end, let us assume that there is an
initial error ∆k on angular momentum σ∗− or pseudo kinetic
energy (σ∗− )2 . Then according to the general framework
of section IV we have (σk− )2 = (σ∗− )2 + ∆k . Remarking
that after the impact, the pseudo kinetic energy becomes
+
(σk+1
)2 = δ 2 ((σ∗− )2 + ∆k ), and due to the conservation
of variation of pseudo energy (15) during the single support

phase, after one step, the error on kinetic energy is δ 2 ∆k .
Thus the decrease of the error on kinetic energy can only
be performed if this error decreases at impact, i.e., if δ < 1.
As a consequence, with the proposed low level controller, a
stable walk will be obtained if δ < 1, i.e., if vz < 0. As
regards the step length d, it can be seen in equation (16)
that its value directly affects that of δ 4 , which characterizes
the convergence to the cyclic motion. Going further, longer
steps will induce faster convergence to the cyclic motion.
Let us now infer the conditions of the realization of this
condition and remark that since the angular momentum
decreases at each change of support, the angular momentum
has to increase during the single support phase. This is
equivalent to say that we need to have V > 0 or roughly
speaking, that the mean value of xc during a single support
needs to be positive (see figure 14). Another condition is
that the angular momentum is always positive for all the
single support phases. Finally these developments motivate
the following concluding remark. The condition of stability
being defined by an inequality (δ < 1) it is intrinsically
robust. In other words, if the model is not perfectly known,
even based on an erroneous evaluation of δ, the stability
would be preserved. This theoretical expectation has been
observed experimentally in [46]. To illustrate the walking of
a planar robot using the proposed control law, a simulation
of the robot Rabbit has been performed [7]. The reference
path rd (θ) is defined as a fourth order polynomial of θ, and
the corresponding stick diagram is shown in figure 16. The
walking is quite human-like. As expected, due to the mass
distribution, the center of mass is close to the hip and its
velocity is directed downward at the end of the step. The
convergence toward the cyclic motion is illustrated in figure
17 for the absolute angle of the trunk in its phase plane. Step
after step the evolution of the joint converges to the cyclic
motion.

Fig. 16: Stick diagram of the walker.
4

assuming that V and

vz
−
σk

are not modified

Fig. 17: Phase plane of the absolute angle of the walker’s
trunk.

VIII. C ONCLUSION
To perform their locomotion gaits, animals exploit their
physical surrounding to passively actuate some of their
internal and external passive degrees of freedom through
physical interactions in which the body morphology plays a
key role. For instance, the soft body of a fish can be passively
coupled with the vortices of an ambient flow to self-propel
with no effort, while the wings of a moth passively twist
to generate the lift required by hovering flight. On earth,
another source of actuation is naturally provided by gravity
that walkers and climbers exploit through ballistic phases
to improve their locomotion performance. In this paper, a
HZD-based methodological framework has been proposed to
facilitate the Poincaré stability analysis of locomotion robot
performing some expected gaits. By contrast to a full control
based approach, where the control has to be adapted to a
fixed robot’s body, the design of gaits and the study of their
stability is performed in parallel to the design of the body.
This approach provides a systematic way to control locomotion cyclic motions with low-level feedback controllers. As
a result, it allows avoiding complex computations based on
exteroceptive feedbacks which are in this case outsourced to
the body morphology. Our proposed methodology lies on a
general modeling approach leading to a well suited control
form in which the actuated variables have some prescribed
evolutions imposed by low-level (proprioceptive) feedback
loops, while the passive internal and external variables can
interact passively with the physical surrounding of the robot.
Such a control form is well suited to the study of locomotion
since it preserves the mechanical properties of the system, as
its inertia distribution, while reducing the dimension of the
model to that of the state subspace of its passive variables.
Based on this control-form, we used the concept of Poincaré
return map, to define cyclic motions and to study their
stability in a straightforward manner. Three cases have been
used to illustrate the efficacy of our approach. The first is
related to hovering flight of a MAV with soft wings, the
second to pendular climbing and the third to bipedal walking.

To encompass these examples in a same framework requires
to consider different types of contact with the environment,
which can be rigid or smooth, continuous or discontinuous.
Moreover, the evolution of the actuated variables can be
expressed as function of time or not, while the dimension
of the passive state can vary from one to 16, and that of
the actuated variables, from one to 6. When the robot has
a small number of actuated joints, as this is the case of
the MAV or the pendular climber, its behavior is largely
affected by the morphology of its body, and especially by
the position of the joints with respect to its main reference
body. Thus the position of the wings of the MAV, or the
position of the attachment points of the climber, strongly
affects the stability of locomotion, and an appropriate design
can be used to avoid high level control. These simple
considerations do instantiate the concept of morphological
computation, since in this case, the stability is simply ensured
by the body morphology. When addressing systems with a
larger number of actuated variables, as this is the case of
walking, the concept of morphological computation has to
be extended to the definition of the gaits, whose physical
features in relation to the gravity can be considered as
morphological characteristics. In this context, it has been
shown that vertical oscillations of the mass center can allow
self-stabilizing the locomotion of a planar biped. Beyond
these particular examples, let us note that to numerically
apply the concept of Poincaré map to these systems, we have
systematically exploited the symmetry properties of both the
body, and the desired gaits motion. These properties, which
are fundamentally based on a bi-lateral (right/left) symmetric
morphology, along with the invariance of the dynamic model
with respect to absolute translations and rotations around
vertical axis (supported by gravity), can be extended to many
other locomotion systems.
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